X-ray third-order nonlinear plane-wave Bragg-case dynamical diffraction effects in a perfect crystal.
Two-wave symmetric Bragg-case dynamical diffraction of a plane X-ray wave in a crystal with third-order nonlinear response to the electric field is considered theoretically. For certain diffraction conditions for a non-absorbing perfect semi-infinite crystal in the total reflection region an analytical solution is found. For the width and for the center of the total reflection region expressions on the intensity of the incidence wave are established. It is shown that in the nonlinear case the total reflection region exists below a maximal intensity of the incidence wave. With increasing intensity of the incidence wave the total reflection region's center moves to low angles and the width decreases. Using numerical calculations for an absorbing semi-infinite crystal, the behavior of the reflected wave as a function of the intensity of the incidence wave and of the deviation parameter from the Bragg condition is analyzed. The results of numerical calculations are compared with the obtained analytical solution.